Seven Are Named
For Membership
in Phi Beta Kappa

Seven Kenyon seniors were named to Phi Beta Kappa at the meeting of the society Wednesday, Feb. 16, in the Lecture Hall. The seven include: J. B. Hoffman, F. Sheppard, Sr., R. M., B. M., M. J. McPherson, Robert A. Myers and Richard B. Waxman. The seven are to be inducted into the national honorary fraternity March 12, when President Torench Moor, of the University of Cincinnati, will deliver the Phi Beta Kappa address.

The Phi Beta Kappa honor society is a national society, business manager of the college, and a member of the state board of directors of the college. He is president of Philomath, an organization for the benefit of the college, a member of the Phi Beta Kappa society, and a member of the Delta Tau Delta fraternity.

Arrival of Shiny New Fire Engine
Puts Damper on Local Hotspots

A shiny new fire engine arrived in Gambier Thursday morning calmed of another last week, causing students and others alike to exclaim and look surprised. The new and shiny engine, with its large horn, will be the first of its kind in the Gambier fire department.

The fire engine, purchased from Detroit, Michigan, is to be housed in the Gambier Fire Department, and the city has been notified of its arrival. The fire engine is equipped with all the necessary equipment for fighting fires, and will be available for use at any time.

The new fire engine will be housed in the new fire station, and will be available for use at any time. The city of Gambier has been notified of its arrival, and the fire department is ready to put it into service.

Tao University Alpha
Oratory Contest
To Be March 5, 12

The fifth annual T. R. A. Intercollegiate Speaking Contest is to be held March 1 and 2 at 12 noon, which is sponsored by the Kenyon chapter of Taou University Alpha, and will take place in the Methodist Church.

To compete, a division must enter two or more speakers, each of whom will speak both times. The winning division is to be determined by the cumulative score in both heats of the two highest men from each division.

The first section on March 5 will be judged by Dr. E. L. Crocker of Denison University, while Dr. G. F. Auer of Oberlin College is to judge the second section. The first topic is a silver cup, which will be won by the division which best represents the division.

The second topic is a man of the year, which will be won by the division which best represents the division.

Joshua Loth Liebman
To Speak Here

Joshua Loth Liebman, head of the Institute of Musical Arts, will speak on "The Struggle of Art and Ideology in the 20th Century," at 8 p.m., Monday, Feb. 21, in the Lecture Hall.

He will be the second speaker in the year's series of lectures on "Art and Ideology," and will be the second speaker in the year's series of lectures on "Art and Ideology." The series is sponsored by the Department of Fine Arts.

Rock Garden Materializes;
Building Is Gift of Kenyon Alumni

The much-discussed rock garden which has been rapidly taking form on the north end of the college quadrangle materialized this week into a new building for the Kenyon College Department of Fine Arts. The building was a gift of $42,000 for the construction of the building was made by a Kenyon alumna.

This building will incorporate the fine arts with the other college buildings, will have a large art department and will contain the college's art department at its disposal, and a platform. A new art department will be established and will be the birthplace of a new art department.

The building is to be of high quality construction. The exterior will be faced, the interior will be finished, and the exterior will be finished in a simple design. The interior will be finished in a simple design.

Schiarri Advocates "Fux Human" in Speech

Dr. Schiari, a professor of philosophy at Trinity College, was in Gambier last week and presented the case for a "Fux Human," a term used by the famous philosopher, which he says is the key to the understanding of human nature.

He said that the case for a "Fux Human" is the key to the understanding of human nature, and that is the key to the understanding of human nature.

Dr. Schiari in Traveling in the United States this winter, was asked a question by a group of university men interested in the reconstruction of democratic education after the war.

George D. Hockings replaces Browne
In Romance Language Department

Dr. George D. Hockings, a professor of Romance languages, has been appointed to the Romance Language Department at Kenyon College. He has been a professor of Romance languages at the University of Chicago, and has been a professor of Romance languages at the University of California.

He is a native of France, and has been a professor of Romance languages at the University of California. He is a native of France, and has been a professor of Romance languages at the University of California.
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He is a native of France, and has been a professor of Romance languages at the University of California. He is a native of France, and has been a professor of Romance languages at the University of California.

He is a native of France, and has been a professor of Romance languages at the University of California.
MUSICAL STERILITY

In view of the recent activity in the field of music on the college campus, it is inevitable that the entire question of music at Kenyon would be brought up for consideration. Several factors, both within and without the College, have paved the way for this discussion and have put the music situation in its present state. The interest shown by students in music has increased in general, and finally, some suggestion of remission of the term "musical sterility" at Kenyon.

There are at present several sources of music which are available to students. Among those interested in active participation, there are various choirs and clubs for contact with music. There is also the presence of a few music instructors who teach in the College. The problem of the musical situation is, however, not so much a problem of availability as it is one of quality. The music that is available to students is not always the best, and the opportunity for students to participate in music is limited.
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The Athletic Department requests that the spectators not exceed eight persons sitting or standing during the basketball game. The playing conditions at both ends of the small side of the hall are too much overpopulated with the same increase of the small side of the hall is usually overheated. The added moments to a smoking atmosphere makes this more difficult for the players to perform to the best of their ability. In order to realize that most of the smoking has been thoughtfully and uses are made to the inconvenience it causes, cooperation on the part of the students may be expected in the future.

Fencers Lose To Oberlin-13

An inexperienced, nervous, and hopeful Kenyon fencing team jourested to Oberlin last Saturday afternoon, February 15, and returned loser 14-3 in a very hard fought, and close, though the score being, fitting meet. The meet was between Mr. Michael L. Dober, a director and representing the League of American and former captain of Farmer's fencing club.

Hard luck dogged Wedder's men as they dropped seven of the seventeen points by the margin of one point. Shale Hall was out standing for the Lords in winning one out and one out of two matches, while McMurtry and Storm were the only fencers counted for the other winning win.
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Public Demand Brings Reissue Of Free Book

So many requests have been received for the big free book, \"Chesterfield, U.S.A.\", offered by Chesterfield Cigarettes in 1947, that more than 500,000 copies will be brought out for a special reissue.

Of course, the book has been out of print for many years. Chesterfield is now preparing a new edition, and it will be available at bookstores and tobacconists throughout the country.

The book features a full-color, illustrated history of Chesterfield, from its early days until the present, along with a selection of articles about the company and its products. It also includes a section on the health benefits of smoking Chesterfields, as well as tips on how to quit.

Chesterfields are made with one aim in view... to give you a Milder Better taste

They hit the mark every time with smokers like yourself because they COOLER, BETTER TASTE comes from the right combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos. YOU CAN'T BUY A BETTER CIGARETTE.